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Abstract
The effects of edge undulation on separated flows and vortex formation are investigated with various geometries of accelerated, low aspect-ratio propulsors. In addition to force measurements, multi-camera planar
particle image velocimetry (PIV) is applied for a large field of view of approximately 1.9 m × 0.3 m. Edge
undulations with a wavelength λ, that is significantly larger than the thickness δ of the separated shear layer
are identified to enhance the propulsion force during the stable vortex growth and before the vortex detaches.
Edge undulation leads to a more turbulent vortex core and a faster vortex growth. The application of different
approaches to recover the acting forces from PIV data lead to the conclusion, that the three-dimensionality
of the turbulent vortex wake leads to both: a loss of out-of-plane vorticity and an underestimation of the
kinetic energy in the vortex.
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Introduction

Enhancing turbulence by means of passive flow control is well established in quasi-steady aerodynamics.
Examples include leading-edge modifications on airfoils (Lissaman, 1983) and noise reduction in the wake
of turbo-fan engines by lobed mixers (Knowles and Saddington, 2006). In contrast, little is known on the
influence of such modifications on the roll-up of separated shear layers in the vortex wake of accelerated
propulsors. A change of the angle of attack of the fluid relative to the propulsor leads to flow separation
at the vortex forming edge (VFE), which is marked blue in figure 1(a). While a large variety of swimmers
and flyers form leading-edge vortices (LEV) and trailing-edge vortices (TEV) for efficient propulsion, not
all propulsors display smooth and straight edges. Among others, the propulsors of frogs (Johansson and
Lauder, 2004), sea-lions (Sawyer et al., 2016) and humpback whales (Fish et al., 2011) posses undulatory
leading/trailing edges; see figure 1(a). Kaiser et al. (2019) assess the influence of various VFE modifications
on impulsively accelerated low-aspect ratio propulsor for a large range of Reynolds numbers (Re) by means
of force measurements and particle image velocimetry (PIV). By analyzing the measured differences in
propulsion force and, the ratio
B = λ/2δ
(1)
of undulation wavelength λ (see figure 1(a)) and the shear-layer thickness δ is identified as the critical quantity if the undulations influence the vortex formation. The present study strives to extend the observations
of Kaiser et al. (2019) by estimating the measured forces from PIV data. In particular, the influence of
turbulence on the circulation budget and the different force-estimation techniques are applied.
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Methods and procedure

Based on the findings of Fernando and Rival (2016) the reference case of this study is selected: a circular
plate of diameter D; figure 1(b). The plate is accelerated from rest perpendicular to its orientation. The forming vortex remains relatively stable for many diameters traveled (s∗ = s/D, where s is the traveled distance)

Figure 1: (a) Examples of undulatory VFE modifications in nature (frog, humpback whale, and sea lion).
(b)-(e) different geometries and measurement planes (light green lines) and the respective vorticity fields at
a s∗ = 1.25 (Re = 350000)
and thus allows a detailed investigation of the vortex before it eventually detaches. After a short acceleration
over the distance s∗ = s/D = 0.5, the plate travels with a constant terminal velocity U∞ . Experiments for two
different final velocities U∞ and thus Re = U∞ D/ν were conducted (Re = 50000 & Re = 350000, ν is the
kinematic viscosity). To assess the impact of VFE modifications four different plates with undulations of

Figure 2: (a) Towing tank facility at Queen’s University; (b) Experimental setup with cameras A-C, FOV
I-VII, the setup of the plate, the force sensor, and the location of the laser sheet.
varying wavelengths λ were tested (Kaiser et al., 2019). n p undulations of length λ = πD/n p are imprinted
along the plates circumference. Wavelength λ and amplitude a of the undulations are held at a constant ratio
of a/λ = 1/4. The radius of the modified plates is given by
r(ϕ) = D/2 + λ/4 cos(n p ϕ).
R r(ϕ) R

(2)

2π 2
Note that for all geometries the frontal area A = r̃=0 ϕ=0
r̃ dϕdr̃ is kept constant. Figure 1(b)-(e) presents
three of the four investigated geometries with n p ∈ {∞, 200, 50, 12}. The wavelengths are chosen in such
a way, that n p = 50 coincides with a undulation height 2a, that is similar to the shear-layer thickness δ at
the VFE. Therefore, n p = 12 and n p = 200 introduce disturbances in wavelenghts larger and smaller than δ,
respectively.
The effects of the various plates on vortex formation were tested in a 15 m-long optical towing tank with
a 1 × 1 m cross section (see figure 2(a)). Optically accessible from three sides, the water-filled test section is
semi-enclosed on the top to minimize free surface effects. The various plate geometries were connected to
the traverse mounted above the tank via a cylindrical sting of diameter 0.08D and length 2D and a symmetric
profile of thickness 0.08D (see figure 2(b)).
The force acting from the fluid on the propulsor and vice versa (propulsion force) was directly measured
with a six-component, submersible ATI Nano force transducer, mounted between the sting and the plate as
presented in figure 2(b). The force data were collected with a static resolution of 0.125 N at a rate of 1000 Hz

for 0 < s∗ < 33. All geometries were tested at both terminal velocities U∞ . Each parameter combination was
repeated 20 times and the results were ensemble-averaged to reduce noise.
In addition to the force measurements, the flow fields around the plates were captured by means of timeresolved planar PIV. A 40 mJ/pulse Photonics high-speed laser produced a light sheet of 2 mm thickness.
The light sheet was introduced from below the tank and aligned parallel to the side walls. Tilting the lightsheet slightly towards the direction of the acceleration avoided shadows in the wake of the plate. Three
cameras, mounted in a lab-fixed frame of reference captured the flow evolution for 0 < s∗ < 6.1 in three
consecutive measurement campaigns. During the first measurement campaign, the field of view (FOV)
s∗ = 0 − 2.3 was covered by all three cameras (A,B,C, see figure 2(b)). The acceleration s∗ < 0.5 is captured
in a 0.7D × 0.7D FOV (I) with a Photron Fastcam Mini WX100 (2048 × 2048, camera A) to ensure a high
spatial resolution near the VFE. Two additional Photron SA4 cameras (1024 × 1024 pixels, cameras B &
C) cover the further evolution of the vortex each recording an area of 0.85D × 0.85D (II & III). Utilizing
AF-S Micro-Nikkor 60mm 1:2.8G ED lenses on all cameras resolutions of 9.8 px/mm (FOV I) and 4 px/mm
(FOVs II & III) could be achieved. Cameras B & C were further used to capture the later stages of vortex
evolution in FOV IV & V (campaign 2) and VI & VII (campaign 3). To account for vortex growth, the FOV
was increased to 1.0D × 1.0D, which resulted in a spatial resolution of 3.4 px/mm. The PIV measurements
were repeated 20 times for each plate geometry-Re combination during all three campaigns. For the n p = 12
plate, all measurements were performed twice. The light sheet was first aligned with the maximum of the
plate radius (see figure 1(d)). Subsequently, the experiments were repeated and the plate was rotated to align
the laser sheet with the minimum of the plate radius (see figure 1(e)). The experiments are referred to as
12top and 12bot in the following.
Ensemble-based median subtraction, plate tracking and masking of the shadowed area was performed
in MATLAB. Consecutively, the data were calibrated and processed in DaVis 8.4 with a multi-grid scheme
(final interrogation area 32 × 32 pixels, 75% overlap). The resulting data of all runs were eventually merged
into a single plate-fixed grid. Due to accurate calibration, plate tracking and good reproducibility of the flow,
the data of the different campaigns could be stitched into a single FOV of approximately 1.9 m ×0.3 m. In
a final step, the data is ensemble averaged, to reduce noise.
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Results

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: (a) Directly measured forces of the different propulsors for Re = 350000, ratio Cd12 /CdBase of the
drag coefficient of the n p = 12 plate and the circular reference case; (b) Circulation flux Γ̇sl into the vortex
by the shear-layer, blue line represents the average of 12top and 12bot; (c) overall circulation Γ in the vortex
core.
Figure 3(a) presents the measured forces for Re = 350k and all plate geometries. The data were
ensemble-averaged over 20 runs and temporally filtered with a least-square estimator; see Savitzky and
Golay (1964). The propulsion forces Fz were further normalized, leading to the drag coefficient
Cd =

2Fz
,
ρAU∞2

(3)

where ρ is the density of water. Two standard deviations of the run-to-run scatter 2σ are added to the
plot. During the acceleration stage s∗ ≤ 0.5 and the relaxation stage s∗ < 2, the forces of all geometries

collapse. However, during the stage of stable vortex growth and before the vortex eventually detaches from
the plate (s∗ < 9), the n p = 12 plate allows to exert up to 20% higher forces than the reference case of a
smooth circular plate. Note that the ratio Cd12 /CdBase was added to the diagram (magenta line, right ordinate
in figure 3(a)) to emphasize this difference. In case λ is not significantly larger than δ (B ≤ 1, plates with
n p = 50 and n p = 200), no measurable effect of the undulations on the forces was detected. Thus the
following discussion is limited to the long wavelength plate (n p = 12) and its comparison to the circular
base case. First, the vortex circulation is analyzed. Pitt Ford and Babinsky (2013) motivate the importance

Figure 4: Vortex formation for the circular plates and n p = 12 at Re = 350k: Stronger shear layer, higher
turbulence level and more diffuse vortex core for the n p = 12 plate. Secondary vortex near the plate center
for both cases. Black solid lines: vortex boundaries of Γ2 = 2/π.
of circulation on the forces induced by an unsteady vortex. Most circulation bound to the propulsor is
found in the separated vortical structure. As such, the vortex circulation strongly correlates to the exerted
force. Figure 4 shows the determined vorticity fields ωϕ for Base, 12top and 12bot and three different time
instances. The circulation of the vortex is fed by the shear-layer. A more pronounced shear layer for the
undulated plate (figure 4(e,f,g,h)) suggests a faster circulation growth. Therefore, the feeding rate
Z

Γ̇sl (t) =

usl ωϕ dn

(4)

δ

is estimated by integrating the vorticity flux over the shear-layer thickness. usl is the velocity tangential to
the shear-layer and n is the direction normal to the shear layer. Indeed, figure 3(b) presents a larger Γ̇sl (t)

for the undulated plate. However, the overall circulation Γ(t) in the vortex
Z

Γ(t) =

ωϕ dA,

(5)

FOV

as presented in figure 3(c), shows similar slopes for both geometries. The similar evolution of Γ(t) despite
varying feeding rates Γ̇sl (t) can be explained by multiple effects apparent in figure 4. First, the vortex wake
of the undulated plate is more turbulent. While the vortex core of the circular plate is coherent and contains
high values of ωϕ , the core of plate 12 is more diffuse and of larger spacial extent. The vortex core area
is highlighted by the Γ2 -criterion formulated by Graftieaux et al. (2001). A more turbulent core results
in reorientation of vorticity and a reduction of ωϕ . Second, cross-annihilation of vorticity with opposite
signed vorticity convecting from the plate (see figure 4(d)) also reduces the circulation of plate 12. In
addition, the interaction of the turbulent vortex core with the secondary vortex near the center of the plate is
more pronounced for the undulated plate. The accumulation of the circulation reducing effects compensates
for the differences in the feeding shear-layer and as a result, the evolution of circulation remains similar.
In combination with the similar vortex radius for both geometries (see figure 5(a), radius based on the
maximum of the Q-criterion as introduced by Hunt et al. (1988)) the similar evolution of the circulation
leads to the conclusion, that simple vortex force models as suggested by Lamb (1932) cannot explain the
force difference between the circular and the undulated plate. Lamb (1932) showed that the force produced
by a counter-rotating vortex pair can be described as
F = ΓU∞ +

∂Γ
2rc ,
∂t

(6)

where 2rc is the distance between the vortices. Another simple approach to estimate the vortex forces is
based on the vortex size. The higher level of turbulence in the wake of plate 12 suggests a higher entrainment
rate and as such a faster vortex growth. The axial vortex position presented in dashed lines in figure 5(a)
supports this idea, as it shows a more distant vortex for the undulated plate. Neglecting the momentum in
the vortex rotation, the impulse of the moving plate with its attached vortex is modeled as a solid body with
size V (t) that can be described by
Im = [ρV (t) + m p (t)]U∞ (t).
(7)
Hereby, the coefficient m p (t) describes the vorticity free area around the vortex. For s∗ > 0.5 the plate
velocity U∞ is constant. Thus, the force is estimated as
Fm = I˙m = [ρV̇ (t) + m˙p (t)]U∞ .

(8)

The vortex volume V (t) is determined by topology analysis. The streamline leading to the node behind the
plate is identified as exemplarily highlighted in figure 5(b). The axisymmetric volume under the streamline
is defined as V (t). In case of the undulated plate, the volume is approximated by linear interpolation between
12bot and 12top (blue line in figure 5(c)). As expected a faster vortex growth is observed. The contribution
of the vortex volume growth CdV = 2V̇ (t)/AU∞ to the overall drag coefficient Cd during the later stages of the
PIV data (2.5 < s∗ < 6) accounts in large parts for the measured increased drag of plate 12 (CdV (Base) = 0.4
and CdV (12) = 0.48). A more elaborate approach to account for the impulse changes of the fluid and its
relation to the fluid-structure interaction is taken by Galler et al. (2019). Extending the principle of addedmass (see e.g. Brennen (1982)) to a separated flow, the virtually accelerated mass is not gained by means of
a potential flow solution, but estimated by means of the measured PIV data. This mass coefficient mE , in the
following referred to as the energized mass is defined as
mE =

ρ

R

u2 dV
,
U∞2

V

(9)

where u(r, ϕ, z,t) is the velocity magnitude in the flow. In a cylindrical coordinate system and assuming
axisymmetry mE can be approximated with the PIV data by
mE =

2πρ

R zmax R rmax
zmin

r=0
u2b

u2 rdrdz

=

2πρAe ∑r ∑z u2 r
,
u2b

(10)
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Figure 5: (a) Vortex center identified by the maximum of the Q-criterion, solid lines: radial position rc ,
dashed lines: axial position zc ; (b) vortex size estimation based on flow topology, streamline in red depicts
the vortex boundary; (c) vortex volume for the n p = 12 plate and the circular base case.

Figure 6: u2 r at s∗ = 5. Filled contour presents the data of the circular plate, contour lines depict equivalent
levels for the circular base case (red), 12top (orange) and 12bot (green).
Ae is the physical size of an interrogation area. Note that evaluation of equation 10 in the given FOV only
approximates mE , as the area of accelerated fluid extends over the boundaries of the FOV and the area in
front of the plate could not be measured due to the plate’s shadow. Figure 6 shows u2 r for the 12bot, 12top
and the circular plate. The larger vortex size of the undulated plate is captured by the outer isocontours.
However, the coherent vortex core of the circular plate contains significantly more kinetic energy than the
turbulent core of the undulated plate. As such, the evolution of mmean
, which is the energized mass based
E
on the ensemble averaged data grows faster for the circular plate; see figure 7(a). The evaluation of mE
for the single runs of the PIV measurements are shown as grey dots in figure 7(a). The significantly larger
run-to-run scatter for the undulated plate again emphasizes the existence of turbulence in the wake of plate
12. The additional energized mass due to the kinetic energy of the fluctuations mEf luct in the measurement
plane is presented in figure 7(b). Estimating the forces by means of the impulse change for the accumulated
energized mass mE = mmean
+ mEf luct leads to
E
FEM =

d(mE U∞ )
.
dt

(11)

and the drag coefficients Cd = 2FEM /ρAU∞2 . Figure 7(c) presents the temporal evolution of the estimated Cd
(solid lines) in comparison to the data measured by the force sensor (dashed lines). While the quasi-twodimensional flow in the wake of the circular plate allows accurate estimations of mE and therefore of the
force, the energized mass of the n p = 12 plate is underestimated. Non-negligible out of plane velocities in
the wake of the undulated force are not captured by the planar measurements and as such the energized mass

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) Energized mass mmean
of the ensemble-averaged data (lines) and the single runs (grey dots);
E
(b) Energized mass mEf luct of the in-plane fluctuations (c) estimated drag coefficients with the principle of
energized mass (solid lines) compared to the measured forces (dashed lines).
is underestimated; cp. figure 7(c).
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Conclusions

Multiple geometries of accelerated propulsors were tested to investigate the effects of edge undulation on
vortex formation. While the effects are small if the wavelength of the undulations λ is similar to the shearlayer thickness δ, larger values of λ lead to an enhanced propulsion force during the vortex growth stage.
The present study compares such a large wavelength plate (n p = 12) to a smooth circular reference case. In
particular, unsteady planar PIV measurements for a large multi-camera FOV are evaluated to understand the
physical mechanisms behind the enhanced forces. The turbulence introduced by the edge undulations leads
to modifications of the flow topology. A more pronounced shear-layer feeds the vortex behind the undulated
plate. However, the effects of the shear layer are compensated by vorticity annihilating mechanisms in the
turbulent vortex core. This yields similar temporal circulation evolutions for undulated and the circular
plate. The enhanced propulsion forces of the undulated plate can be in parts explained by a simple model
that only accounts for the vortex size to estimate the forces. A more elaborate approach suggested by Galler
et al. (2019) (energized mass) was also tested. While the principle of energized mass is able to reconstruct
the force evolution for the circular plate, the highly three-dimensional flow behind the undulated geometry
led to an underestimation of the forces.
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